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which connects our campus, would now function as a kind of border crossing not only between our 
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West and East buildings, but between the proposed Council Districts 4 and 5 as well. The East 
Building and Baker Building would be in District 5 as would the uptown platform of the 68th Street 
Lexington line. The West Building as well as our two historic buildings on Park and Lexington 
Avenues between 68th and 69th Street would be in District 4. 
 
Hunter College believes strongly that our main campus constitutes a distinct community of interest 
that must be kept intact in the final redistricting process. 
  
The proposal to divide our campus would violate four of the criteria set forth in City Charter 
Section 52 (1) (c) (d) and (e) and Section 52 (2). The violation of those criteria results in districts 
where:   
  

• neighborhoods and communities of interest are not kept intact, 
• the proposed district is not compact, 
• the proposed district results in an extreme crossover district, and 
• the proposed district is very oddly shaped. 

  
We love our iconic bridge spanning Lexington Avenue. But frankly, turning it into a bridge between 
council districts is simply a bridge too far. 
  
Our second objection to the proposed City Council Redistricting concerns the placement of Hunter 
College’s two newest and easternmost Manhattan properties in a new District 26, which primarily 
covers Queens. Specifically, Hunter College owns the fourth floor of the Belfer Building, Weill 
Cornell’s transformative research building on 69th Street east of First Avenue. Twelve top Hunter 
researchers have their labs in this building. This is a physical expression of a long-standing 
relationship between the two institutions that will advance scientific study and train the next 
generation of scientists. 
  
In addition, Hunter owns a foundation on which we plan to build a new Nursing and Science 
Building connected to the David H. Koch Center for Cancer Care at Memorial Sloan Kettering 
Cancer Center on 74th Street and York Avenue. 
  
According to the preliminary draft map, these two vital extensions of Hunter’s main campus would 
be drawn into Queens Council District 26, which establishes a new crossover district between 
Queens and Manhattan for the first time since the Council was expanded to 51 members. This 
proposal would force an impractical and uncomfortable connection between the important East Side 
Medical and Science Research Corridor - of which Hunter is an important participant - and a 
predominantly Queens district which has its own unique needs and priorities. We strongly believe 
that Hunter belongs in this important Medical and Science corridor, and that this Medical and 
Science corridor needs to be represented in the Council from within the borough of Manhattan.  
 
Hunter is part of a multi-institutional partnership with Weill Cornell, Memorial Sloan Kettering, the 
Hospital for Special Surgery, and New York-Presbyterian. Together we have created the NIH-
funded Clinical and Translational Science Center, a model consortium accelerating clinical and 
community applications of basic scientific discoveries. It is crucial that we have the future 
opportunity to build on these significant partnerships, and seek new ones, within in a single council 
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district in which an elected representative can advocate, guide and help us through often challenging 
government issues.  
 
The practical difficulties of having a two-borough, Queens-Manhattan district cannot be ignored; 
therefore, Hunter strongly opposes moving the Upper East Side Medical and Science Research 
Corridor, a powerhouse in the biomedical research sector of which we are proud to be part, into 
Queens. 
  
The City Charter stipulates that the preservation of communities of interest is a criterion that the 
Districting Commission must consider: “District lines shall keep intact neighborhoods and 
communities with established ties of common interest and association, whether historical, racial, 
economic, ethnic, religious or other.” We believe that the current proposal ignores the established 
ties between Hunter College and our partnering institutions in the Upper East Side Medical 
Research Corridor as well as unnecessarily splits our main campus into two districts. The 
Commission must consider both these points as echoed by the resolutions of Manhattan Community 
Board 6 and 8 and the community at large. 
  
For all these reasons, Hunter College urges the Commission not to adopt the currently proposed 
lines for Manhattan Districts 4 and 5 as well as Queens District 26 in the next iteration of maps. 
 
We appreciate the Commission’s willingness to consider all these issues as it continues the 
redistricting process outlined by the Charter. We ask that you embrace the Hunter motto and care 
for our future in Manhattan by keeping Hunter within its historic neighborhood and partnership 
community. 
 
Thank you for considering our concerns.  
 
 
 
 
 


